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用重味探测夸克胶子等离子体

庄鹏飞
清华大学物理系

1) 重夸克偶素的横动量分布
2) 在LHC核碰撞寻找新粒子

核物理研讨会, 中国科学院大学，2015年1月10－11日



RHIC Au+Au@√s = 200A GeVLHC Pb+Pb@√s = 5.5A TeV

新的物质形态－夸克胶子等离子体（QGP）

探测QGP的实验：相对论重离子碰撞 at RHIC and LHC                             
大型国际合作实验组：PHENIX, STAR at RHIC                                                   

and ALICE（ATLAS, CMS, LHCb）at LHC



重夸克偶素：QGP的硬探针

实验观测量： 核修正因子
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Similar  behavior at SPS, RHIC and LHC !
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Why

The cancellation between suppression and regeneration 
weakens the sensitivity of J/psi yield.    

We need more sensitive probes!



Quarkonium TMD

The transverse motion is dynamically created during the evolution of the 
system, it should be more sensitive to the nature of the fireball.

Initially produced quarkonia: 
1)Cronin effect leads to a pt broadening,
2)High pt part is less suppressed.

Regenerated quarkonia:  
produced in the later stage and carry low pt . 

Conclusion: 
Quarkonium TMD can signal the regeneration (medium properties) !
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+ QCD equation of state

A Dynamic Transport Approach for Quarkonium Motion 

●quarkonium transport 

● QGP hydrodynamics  
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●analytic solution 

Tsinghua Group + Nu XU (LBNL) 2006-

cold nuclear matter effects 
(EKS98) 

hot nuclear matter effects

by OPE (Bhanot, Peskin 1979; Liu 2013)

detailed balance
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Prediction and Data:  RAA at RHIC
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Prediction and Data:  RAA at LHC
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Prediction and Data:  v2 at RHIC
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Prediction and Data:  v2 at LHC
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A.Andronic [ ALICE ], QM2014

1            SPS                                
1          RHIC      at midrapidity    
1            LHC                                
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Prediction and Data:  at SPS, RHIC and LHC
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Why 

,  the ground bound state of 3 charm quarks, not yet found.  

1 production in a p+p collision needs at least 3 pairs of , 
the production cross section is small at LHC energy, 
see J. Bjorken 1986, Y. Chen et al 2011

2) However, coalescence among uncorrelated charm quarks in 
A+A collisions leads to a large production cross section, 

~ ∼ 	at LHC !

♣ It may become probable to discover 	at LHC (and RHIC) !
♣ If yes, it should be a clean signature of QGP formation !

3)The Wigner function (the coalescence probability) for can be 
calculated via Schroedinger equation using the lattice potential.
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Schroedinger Equation

, , cab be determined by fiting the J/ and masses

1) , , 		→ 		 	 	 , , 	 	
, , → ,

2) , → , , , , , 	 	

Problem: since | | depends on the 5 angels, one can not separate the 
relative motion into a radial part and an angular part.  

3) assumption of hyperspherical symmetry    
E.Nielsen et al., Phys. Rep. 347, 373(2001), I.narodetskii et al., JETP Lett. 90, 232(2009)
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Wave Function and Wigner Function

. GeV (4.8 GeV, LQCD, Nilmani Mathur)

=
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Coalescence

Effective cross section per binary collision:

62	 		 → 					 	

In p+p collisions (Bjorken 1986, Chen 2011:
0.06-0.13 nb at 7 TeV
0.1-0.2 nb at 14 TeV

Conclusion: 
The cross section in A+A is at least two 
orders of magnitude larger than that in p+p !

, 	
1
/ 1

charm quark (thermal) distribution
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1) Quarkonium TMD, especially and ,	can distinguish the 

hot mediums between SPS, RHIC and LHC.

2) J/ψ : the change from 0 at RHIC to about 10% at LHC signals the 
QGP formation and charm quark thermalization.

3) J/ψ ratio:  the change from broadening at SPS to suppression at 
LHC signals also the QGP formation and charm quark thermalization.

4) The cross section in A+A is much larger than that in p+p.  It is 
most probable to discover in A+A at LHC.

5) The discovery of in A+A is a clean signature of QGP. 

目前正在与ALICE合作有希望在2.76, 5.1, 40 TeV对撞和固定靶实验寻找 .

Conclusions


